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ABSTRACT 

It is presented a unique approximate computing approach for implementing energy-efficient multiply-accumulate (MAC) 

processing. We use different approximate multipliers in an interleaved manner to mitigate mistakes in the opposite 

direction during accumulate operations, in contrast to previous efforts that suffer from error accumulation restricting the 

approximation range. We first build approximation 4-2 compressors that generate error in the opposite direction while 

minimizing computing costs for balanced error accumulation. Positive and negative multipliers are then carefully built 

based on the probabilistic analysis to produce a similar error distance. Further, additional to 4-2 compressors 5-2, 6-3 

and 7-3 approximate compressors and counters are also used to optimize area and power. Simulation findings on a variety 

of real-world applications show that the proposed MAC processing extends the range of approximate components, 

resulting in a more energy-efficient computing situation. Even when compared to state-of-the-art alternatives, the 

suggested interleaving scheme reduces the latest CNN accelerator's core-level energy consumption by more than 35% 

without compromising recognition accuracy. 

KEYWORDS: Approximate Computing, Convolutional Neural Network, Image Processing, Low-Power Circuit Design, 

Multiplier 

INTRODUCTION 

Approximate computing has been highlighted as a viable technique to reduce the energy consumption of certain signal 

processing algorithms, such as machine learning and multimedia digital signal processing, that are known to have error-

tolerable properties [1]–[6]. These multimedia-related algorithms mostly involve heavy matrix multiplications, 

necessitating the development of a cost-effective approximation multiply-accumulate (MAC) operator that consumes the 

least amount of energy for a given amount of computational mistakes [7].Studies adders have also been proposed [8], 

however due to the difficulty of implementing each arithmetic unit, previous research has focused on easing multiplier 

costs, which dissipate far more energy than the addition operation [9]–[16]. Internal compressors, which are unavoidable 

for constructing a fast multiplier by minimising the number of partial products (PPs) [17], account for a substantial share of 

multiplier expenditures. 
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One of the key design criteria in practically any electronic device, especially portable ones like smart phones, 

tablets, and other gadgets, is energy minimization. It is extremely desirable to achieve this minimization with the least 

amount of performance (speed) loss possible. These portable devices' digital signal processing (DSP) blocks are essential 

for achieving a variety of multimedia applications. The arithmetic logic unit is the computational heart of these blocks, 

with multiplications accounting for the majority of arithmetic operations in these DSP systems. As a result, increasing the 

speed and power/energy efficiency of multipliers is critical to increasing the efficiency of processors. 

PROPOSED APPROXIMATE MULTIPLIERS WITH MODIFIED COMP RESSORS 

AND gates are used to create the PPs in their most basic form. The PPs will then be separated into two rows using a two-

step process. PP reduction uses 4:2, 5:2, 6:3 and 7:3 compressors for minimizing the logical complexity. Approximation is 

done in the LSB part to minimize area and power with tolerable error. Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed block diagram.  

 

Figure 1: Block Diagram of Proposed Multiplier. 
 

Because of their simple and regular topologies, compressor designs have been primarily used to realize practical 

multipliers [17]–[21]. The precise p-q compressor decreases the number of PPs from p to q with the assisted carry-in/out 

values after creating the initial PPs with bit-wise AND operations between the multiplicand A and multiplier X, as stated in 

[17]. Four PPs along the same I -th bit position designated as ai, bi, ci, and di yield two PPs over two columns (yi and 

yi+1) for the following stage in the case of the 4-2 compressor, which is extensively employed in real multi-stage 

multipliers. 

 

Where zi and zi+1 are the exact 4-2 compressor's carry-in and carry-out signals at the i-th bit position, 

respectively [20]. It's worth noting that achieving an identical 4-2 compressor essentially demands two full adders, which 

dominates the multiplier's total complexity [21]. As a result, modern approximation multipliers often simplify compressor 

designs for pre-defined approximate portions, allowing for imprecise operations. 
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Where ˜yi and ˜yi+1 are the approximate results of the simplified compressor.  

 

Figure 2: The Basic Design of 8 × 8 Approximate Multiplication. 
 

The 4-2 compressor-based 8-bit approximate multiplier is theoretically illustrated in Fig. 2, where w denotes the 

number of approximate bits. While increasing w resulted in more energy-efficient multiplier designs, the number of faults 

also grows significantly. We build two types of approximate multipliers based on the error direction using the suggested 

approximation compressors: the positive multiplier (PM) and the negative multiplier (NM) (NM). The suggested 

implementation of 8 × 8 positive multiplier,  is shown in Fig. 3(a). On the other hand, in the suggested 16 × 16 PM design, 

we combine PC and NC to reduce peak errors while still providing a biased error distribution in the positive direction. The 

error value of EMUL = AM(A, X)AX is then generated by the simplified multiplication procedure, where AM(A, X) 

reflects the results of the approximate multiplication of the input multiplicand A and multiplier X. It is also possible to 

perform a probabilistic analysis of EMUL based on the estimated error of each approximation compressor. 

 

Figure 3: The Conceptual Architecture of (a) The Proposed 8 × 8 Positive Multiplier, 
and (b) The Proposed 16 × 16 Positive Multiplier. 

 
To be more exact, we calculate the multiplier's estimated column-level error ei by adding all of the approximation 

compressors' predicted errors in the I -th bit position. The approximate multiplier will then generate the mistakes by taking 

into account the weight of each bit location. 
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5-2 Compressor  

 

Figure 4: 5-2 Compressor. 
 

The diagram of a 5:2 compressor is shown in Figure 4. Both outputs are generated concurrently by the two output 

XOR–XNOR gates, which are developed and thoroughly detailed. Their varied outputs have little effect on the delay and 

glitch effect of TG waveforms due to their comparable pathways. The architectures of NAND and NOR gates have also 

been designed using static CMOS. The AND/OR gates will be obtained if the outputs of these gates are inverted, and 

because these gates are not positioned in the critical route, they will not effect the overall system latency. 

6:3 and 7:3 Counter 

Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate how to build the 6:3 and 7:3 counter circuits, respectively. The critical route latency is 

lowered to seven basic gates by using bigger CMOS gates. This 6:3 counter beats conventional designs because there are 

no XOR gates on the critical route. The increased wiring complexity is one disadvantage of this approach. The suggested 

6:3 counter based on bit stacking operates roughly 30% quicker than any existing counter designs since it has no XOR 

gates on its critical route. As a result of this new approach of counting using bit stacking, a counter can be built with a 

significant performance boost while consuming less power. 

 

Figure 5: 6:3 Counter. 
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Figure 6: 7:3 Counter. 
 

APPROXIMATE MAC PROCESSING 

As the hardware complexity of multipliers, in general, dominates the overall computing expenses of today's parallel MAC 

operators, [20],. In this paper, we create a unique interleaving method of approximate multipliers with opposite error 

orientations to alleviate the biassed error accumulation generated by earlier approximate multipliers, resulting in a balanced 

error distribution during MAC operations. We first observe E(EPMUL) and E(ENMUL) for the provided approximate 

range w to estimate the blending ratio of two approximate multipliers, which is denoted as ρ = E(ENMUL)/E(EPMUL).  

 

Figure 7: The Proposed MAC. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Figure 8: Simulation Result of Propose MAC. 
 

Fig.8 shows the simulation result of proposed MAC unit. By utilizing the proposed approximate compressors, 

approximate multipliers is implemented depending on the error direction, denoted as the positive multiplier (PM) and the 

negative multiplier (NM). It also uses multi-level 52-63-73 compressors and counters for reducing the partial product to get 

optimized area and power. 

Table 1: Comparison Results of MAC 
Parameters Area (Gate Count) Power (mW) Delay(ns) 

Existing MAC  3415 162.19 6.237 
Proposed MAC 836 136.42 5.479 

 
Table 1 shows the various parameters like area, power and delay of MAC designed using proposed multi-level 

compressor based approximate multiplier. From different types of compressors and counters the proposed designed is 

optimized to get reduce area, delay and power values. 

CONCLUSION 

Novel approximate multipliers based on multi-level approximate compressors are proposed for use in MAC-oriented signal 

processing algorithms to reduce energy consumption. First, two compressor types are devised to reduce hardware costs 

while causing errors in different directions, and then the related approximation multipliers are extensively evaluated to 

forecast the quantity of errors in a probabilistic manner. Then 5:2, 6:3 and 7:3 approximate compressors are applied to 

existing design to reduce the complexity. In contrast to prior efforts that suffered from accumulated errors, the suggested 

interleaving method uses two simple multipliers based on the blending ratio to generate a narrow and balanced error 

distribution. The proposed method is better suitable for implementing approximate computing in various case studies, 

successfully saving processing energy with low performance loss, according to simulation results. 
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